Monday / 07: 43 - the experiment begins. Our design crew is breaking in a new, mobile world of creativity. It is the exciting beginning of one A journey of discovery into six major European cities - each one unique. In search of lifestyle characters - everyone with their own, individual story. All interconnected by their exclusive Style, their tasteful design and their modern and authentic Permeability to life and to living. Admirable and yet close. A role model and best friend at the same time. That is how I want to be. That's how I want to live. That's how I love my style. Enjoy it. Follow our tracks and discover what moves you. Dive one in our Metropolitan Stories and experience pure wall productions a homage to the city dwellers of this world.

Living, laughing and loving in a proud
City. Smiling up after one
danced through the night, the sun over the
Its welcome, unadorned to boulangerie.
"Lola Paris" is the interior style for
the trendsetter with heart, for those who
still dare to search and find -
for everyone, that is a bit of craziness
receive. Flowers of the Marché aux Fleurs,
Haute Couture on the Champs-Élysées and
casual living combine to the
French big city style, the whole
without any airs. "Lola Paris" brings
the charm, the breath and the chic of
City on the wall.
CREATIVE HOT SPOTS: MONTMARTRE/JARDIN DES PLANTES/NOTRE-DAME/MARCHÉ AUX FLEURS/MUSÉE D'ORSAY/MOULIN ROUGE/CENTRE POMPIDOU/CHAMPS-ÉLYSÉES/PANTHÉON/SQUARE DES PÉPLIERS/PASSAGES COUVERTS/JARDIN D'AGRONOMIE TROPICALE/TOUR EIFFEL
Paul Bergmann. Berlin.

"Paul Bergmann Berlin" stands for free Thinking and doing in a free city. Sternedinner on the street, in skater look in the State Opera, with the spray can on leave the wall for a bit of eternity. "Paul Bergmann Berlin" presents the modern new German style of living. Disobedient, self-confident, straight - but also sensitive, empathetic and empathic. Full of energy and passion conquered "Paul Bergmann Berlin" walls and Wishes. Backyard romance meets Shabby Chic, cool loft character filled with Berlin Warmth. "Paul Bergmann Berlin" bring together what belongs together.
Lizzy. London.

Be like the cool kids! Who holds hands already in Notting Hill, when the clubs of Call city with hip beats and join the Clique meets. "Lizzy London" knows the Hot Spots of this metropolis, knows what tomorrow is in and presents it today. Whether walk in Hyde Park or on the way in Covent Garden, see and be seen is easy with "Lizzy London". Life is so colorful. Tea Time? yes, of course, because "Lizzy London's style is as very British as exciting new and shrill and sets in this combination amazing Interior trends. Design is being.
Nils Olsson. Copenhagen.

See what "Nils Olsson Copenhagen" sees. The eye decides calmly with the Focus on value, consistency and nature. "Nils Olsson Copenhagen" feels the icy Wind of the Baltic Sea, keeps the view of the unique Öresund bridge. Inside the good feeling of being-arrived, much more than a second of luck. cooler Head for warm interior trends. Life and living in the present, in gratitude for what you have and in harmony with the things and the people. Living happiness to share.
Anke & Daan. Amsterdam.

You. I. Amsterdam - in love with yours
Laugh. Impressed by your loose
Style. We. "Anke & daan Amsterdam". The
World is multicultural, it is open to new
things and happy about the proven.
Why not mix what you love so much.
This works with "anke & daan Amsterdam".
Both in Amsterdam, as well
all around the world. With awe of the
great painters of this city and tense
for ever new influences that over the
Seas and rivers in the port city
Go anchor. Tolerant, casual and trendy.
CREATIVE HOT SPOTS: MUSEUM ANNE FRANK HUIS//ARTIS ROYAL ZOO//CENTRAAL STATION// JORDAAN//VONDELPARK//VAN GOGH MUSEUM//RIJKSMUSEUM//AMSTERDAM ARENA// DE WALLEN//PRINSENGRACHT//HERMITAGE AMSTERDAM//A’DAM TOREN
CREATIVE HOT SPOTS: MUSEUM ANNE FRANK HUIS//ARTIS ROYAL ZOO//CENTRAAL STATION//JORDAAN//VONDELPARK//VAN GOGH MUSEUM//RIJKSMUSEUM//AMSTERDAM ARENA//DE WALLEN//PRINSENGRACHT//HERMITAGE AMSTERDAM//A’DAM TOREN
Francesca. Milano.

Live more spirited and without Compromises. "Francesca Milano" is the Mona Lisa the city, the hot flirting on the Piazza, the Dolce Vita of the South - to Kneeling nice. Pizza & Pasta, da Vinci & Verdi, Family & Friends, Laughing & Crying. "Francesca Milano" embodies unique way of mixing it out Tradition and modernity. In fashion, in Interior and design is "Francesca Milano "for hip trends, through exclusive design and consistency in color and briebe shape. Now. Not later! With Perfection in every detail.
CREATIVE HOT SPOTS: DUOMO DI SANTA MARIA NASCENTE//GALLERIA VITTORIO EMANUELE II//CASTELLO SFORZESCO//CHIESA DI SAN MAURIZIO AL MONASTERO MAGGIORE//DA VINCI//TEATRO ALLA SCALA//PINACOTECA DI BRERA//ARCO DELLA PACE//SAN SIRO
CREATIVE HOT SPOTS: DUOMO DI SANTA MARIA NASCENTE//GALLERIA VITTORIO EMANUELE II// CASTELLO SFORZESCO/CHIESA DI SAN MAURIZIO AL MONASTERO MAGGIORE//DA VINCI//TEATRO ALLA SCALA//PINACOTECA DI BRERA//ARCO DELLA PACE//SAN SIRO
01 | Check substrate (it should be clean, dry and firm)    02 | Repair unevenness (holes fill in)    03 | Mark the vertical for the first lane with spirit level    04 | Mix the paste (instructions of the manufacturer)    05 | Pasting in the wall (it can also be done traditionally or with the Kleistermaschine)    06 | 1. First laying in wallpaper    07 | Lay edges together seamlessly    08 | Press web without bubbles    09 | Cut off protruding edges - that's it

You need: paste brush, paste, pressure roller, spirit level (or solder), seam roller, cutter knife and blades, pencils to mark, if necessary, a ladder, pressure putty for cutting off the overhangs

Ceiling and bottom bar.